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Deliveree Announces ESG Impact Achievements for 2022/23

Deliveree is delighted to announce its environment, social, and governance (ESG) and impact
achievements for the last twelve months ending April 2023. Following a multi-month effort to
identify, collect, quantify, and interpret millions of organic and surveyed data points within its
business, we can summarize our achievements in four major categories as follows:

1. Emissions reductions to combat climate change,
2. Road traffic reduction to support infrastructure and sustainable communities,
3. Income acceleration to promote decent work and fight poverty, and
4. Education on the app-economy to promote decent work and reduce inequality.

Emissions – Deliveree’s marketplace technology is powered by smart algorithms that give
bookings to trucks in the right place at the right time to increase their utilization and decrease
the distances those trucks drive while empty. We call this “smart assignments”. Smart
assignments to the tens of thousands of trucks in our marketplace resulted in an ESG impact
reduction of over 3 million kilograms of CO2 emissions over the last twelve months.
UN Sustainable Development Goal: Climate Action

Road Traffic – Likewise in connection with Deliveree’s smart marketplace technology and the
powerful effect it has on the efficiency of the tens of thousands of trucks in its marketplace, we
produced an ESG impact reduction of 5.3 million kilometers in truck road usage over the
last twelve months.
UN SD Goals: Infrastructure and Sustainable Cities
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Income Acceleration – Deliveree’s marketplace empowers independent owner-operator drivers
and small family trucking businesses with the ability to increase their income through a
combination of efficiency (earning more by working the same amount of time) and time
monetization (converting idle time to productive earning time). Together, this social impact
empowerment resulted in average hourly earnings increases of 2.8x among 73% of our
vendors and total earnings increases of 2.3x among 82% of our vendors according to a
mass survey of thousands of vendors in April 2023.
UN SD Goals: No Poverty and Decent Work

New Economy Education – Deliveree introduces, educates, and acclimates its tens of
thousands of independent owner-operator drivers and small family trucking companies on two
important drivers of the new world economy: working via mobile application and the gig
economy. 73% of our vendors reported that they had never used an app to make money
before learning this from Deliveree. Furthermore with regard to social impact, we provided an
average of 44 direct instructional hours to each of our vendors over the last twelve months.
UN SD Goals: Decent Work and Reduced Inequalities

Deliveree’s dual mission is to bring revolutionary elasticity, efficiency, cost savings to the
trucking and cargo shipping experiences of its millions of customers including individuals,
SMEs, and corporations all the while empowering its vast community of owner-operate drivers
and family owned trucking businesses to seize control over their financial futures with a
massive social impact.

“We’re well known for what we do for customers. But the unsung heroes of our story are
the tens of thousands of truck drivers who own and drive their own trucks and the small
family businesses who own and operate their own fleets to whom our platform has given
them the tools and empowerment to change their lives and the communities around
them. This has a cascading social impact on the communities around them,” – Tom Kim,
Co-Founder & CEO of Deliveree

For an online version of this press release, please visit:
https://www.deliveree.com/id/en/deliveree-esg-social-impact-2023/

To download Deliveree’s full ESG sustainability report for 2022/23, click HERE.

###

About Deliveree: Deliveree is a logistics technology company operating its massive trucking,
road cargo, and sea freight marketplace in Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines (in the
Philippines, Deliveree operates under the brand name Transportify). Powered by its popular
mobile apps on Android and iOS and its enterprise web application for businesses, Deliveree’s
“logistics supermarket” enables customers of all sizes to access affordable, flexible, and
scalable trucking and cargo shipping solutions in a manner that substantially increases
efficiency and lowers cost.
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Furthermore, Deliveree provides substantial work, income, support, and logistics training to tens
of thousands of independent drivers and trucking companies across Southeast Asia.

MEDIA CONTACT
Vano Putra
pr@deliveree.com
www.deliveree.com
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